
Key benefits:

• Optimises time taken to 
reauthenticate and witness 
Schedule 8 workflows

• Improve efficiency by 
replacing usernames and 
passwords with fast, 
automated authentication 

• Improve auditing by 
increasing visibility into access 
and witnessing of restricted 
Schedule 8 medicines 

Imprivata Confirm ID for 
Clinical Workflows
Modeus HS8 hospital-wide controlled drug platform

Imprivata Confirm ID® for Clinical Workflows enables fast, secure 
authentication within Modeus HS8 controlled drug platform, including 
witness signing for drug administering (Schedule 8 workflows), 
reauthentication for observations, and notes and other medication 
workflows. 

Modeus HS8
HS8 is a completely paperless solution that assists with controlled drug 
governance, compliance, and efficiencies throughout an entire hospital.

Governance, regulatory compliance, and safety
HHS8 is compliant with jurisdictional health department-controlled drug 
regulations, providing a number of intelligent functions to assist with 
medication governance to improve controlled drug safety and reduce 
medication discrepancies, misappropriation, or fraud.

Register accuracy and operational efficiencies
HS8 provides an extensive range of automated functions and integrations 
that significantly streamline and automate medication-related administrative 
tasks. HS8 links register locations in real time, eliminating the need for 
double entry and significantly reducing the potential for errors.

Fast, convenient authentication 
To increase security and visibility into clinical interactions with prescriptions 
and patient information, organisations can require clinicians to authenticate 
when completing these workflows. 

Imprivata Confirm ID for Clinical Workflows integrates with the Modeus HS8 
to streamline these workflows by enabling fast, convenient authentication 
through the simple tap of a proximity card (such as identity card) or 
fingerprint authentication, replacing the manual entry of usernames and 
passwords. 

Through HS8 integration with Imprivata Confirm ID, a comprehensive 
identity and authentication workflow will enable all hospital users to confirm 
HS8 register entries via a fingerprint or a card tap instead of either paper-
based signing of the Drugs-of-Dependence (DD) book, or entering a 
username and password.

A range of workflows supported through the integration include:

• Patient registration

• Sealed bag registration

• Supply to patient

• Destroy stock
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Imprivata Confirm ID for Clinical Workflows can replace any workflow 
within Modeus HS8 where a username and password are normally 
required by either the currently logged in user or by a secondary user 
for witness signing.

For all the reauthentication and witnessing workflows within HS8, a range 
of authentication options are available, including:

• Proximity cards

• Fingerprints

• Second-factor pin code if required for two-factor authentication 
compliance

These options can be configured as required to support local policies 
and governance requirements.

By enabling clinicians to quickly and conveniently authenticate when 
completing workflows within Modeus HS8, Imprivata Confirm ID for 
Clinical Workflows improves efficiency, increases clinician satisfaction, 
and allows for more time to be spent on patient care, all while improving 
security, patient privacy, and auditability. 

This helps organisations drive adoption of the HS8 system to transform 
how built in workflows are used more efficiently in the delivery of  
patient care. 

For more information about Imprivata Confirm ID for Clinical Workflows, 
visit: www.imprivata.com/intl/clinical-workflows

Imprivata Confirm ID: The comprehensive identity and multifactor 
authentication platform for healthcare
Imprivata Confirm ID for Clinical Workflows is part of a comprehensive 
identity and multifactor authentication platform for clinical authentication 
workflows across the healthcare enterprise. Imprivata Confirm ID makes 
security invisible by offering a broad range of innovative, convenient 
authentication methods, including fingerprint biometrics and proximity card. 
Imprivata Confirm ID combines security and convenience by enabling fast, 
secure authentication across enterprise workflows while creating a secure, 
auditable chain of trust wherever, whenever, and however users interact 
with patient records and other sensitive data.


